Using ultrasound to image the foot in rheumatoid arthritis: current understanding, challenges and future scope

Understanding of the use of diagnostic ultrasound (US) in rheumatology has grown significantly in recent years. As a result, there has been an increase in focus on the use of US techniques in the assessment and diagnosis of foot disease associated with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). There is great potential for the use of diagnostic US in aiding current assessment of RA foot disease with the ultimate outcome of more effective management of foot and ankle symptoms. In this article, the authors discuss the use of US as a key modality in the investigation of RA foot disease and highlight how advancing techniques in the use of US, which are evolving from general rheumatological practice, may be applied to RA foot disease.
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The past decade has seen significant advances in ultrasound (US) imaging for the evaluation of joint damage and inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Using US, the diagnosis of joint disease and the assessment of joint damage and inflammation in patients with RA has been transformed [1–3]. Recently, some excellent narrative reviews have been published related to the use of US in rheumatology [1,2,4,5]; however, none are specific to US assessment of the foot in RA. Several authors have described the use of US to identify soft tissue pathology within the foot [4–7] and there is an emerging body of evidence that advocates the use of US investigation of the foot in RA. The purpose of this review is, therefore, to examine the current emerging evidence related to US investigation of the foot in RA and to consider a future scope for this.

Rheumatoid arthritis
RA is the most common cause of inflammatory arthritis with a prevalence of approximately 1% of adults [8]. The disease typically involves small joints of the hands and feet. In the UK, there are approximately 12,000 new cases diagnosed annually, with women affected more commonly than men [9]. Inflammation of the synovial membrane of joints (synovitis) with erosion of adjacent bone is the hallmark of the disease [10]. The precise detection of synovitis has become fundamental to the management of RA and work continues to develop US techniques to do this [1,3].

Summary of US use in rheumatoid arthritis
Grayscale (GS) and power Doppler (PD) US are established imaging techniques in routine clinical practice for rheumatologists [1,2,5]. GS (brightness mode [B-mode]), refers to images that are produced in a black and white format; each white dot in the image represents a reflected sound wave [1]. PD measures the amplitude of the Doppler signal (determined by the volume of blood flow) and this is superimposed on the GS image, thereby depicting microvascular blood flow [1]. It has been suggested that US has advantages over MRI owing to its real-time imaging capabilities, chair-side accessibility, reduced scanning time, low acquisition cost and ability to simultaneously scan bone and soft tissues in GS or PD with enhanced inflammatory feedback [11–14]. Comparative sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of US versus MRI range from 80–97% across various anatomical pathological details to 60–98%, respectively, suggesting comparable clinical and research usage [11–15].

The use of US to detect pathology in RA that is not clinically apparent and to guide treatment decisions has gained recognition [16]. The impact of this on rheumatological practice can be clearly seen in the shift towards the inclusion of US assessment in National and International guidelines, the most notable being the criteria for diagnosis [17]. Previously, criteria for diagnosis of early RA involved the demonstration of bone erosion shown radiologically by x-ray [18]. However, as imaging techniques evolved, the criteria were criticized for their reliance on conventional radiography, which is insensitive for the detection of synovitis [19–21]. In 2010, new classification criteria were devised in which reference to use of US “for confirmation of the clinical findings” was made [17]. Following this, in a 1-year prospective study of 109 RA patients,
investigators demonstrated that US assessment may actually improve the diagnostic accuracy of the criteria [22].

Advances in PD US imaging have enabled better assessment of changes in joints and soft tissues due to inflammation such as effusions, proliferating synovium and active synovitis [23,24]. Using high-end scanners, PD US is reportedly comparable to MRI scores in monitoring changes in RA disease state [29]. Current strategies for the management of RA require early, accurate detection and quantification of inflammation [1,2,16]. The detection of changes in synovial perfusion by PD US techniques, particularly in early disease, is agreed to be advantageous in informing interventions for ‘tight control’ of disease activity [24,26]. Other researchers have also demonstrated that the presence of PD US activity is the most accurate determinant of flare in RA patients otherwise suspected to be in remission [27]. Conversely, as targeted treatment is encouraged, investigators and clinicians utilizing the technique also warn that interpretation of PD US can be challenging owing to frequent presence of artifact [24].

Despite the increasing evidence supporting the use of US in the evaluation of RA, there remains a lack of standardization between studies [7]. For example, on GS US, synovitis may be detected by when it is thickened (synovial hypertrophy) as it appears as hypoechoic intra-articular tissue [1,2] such that detection of synovial hypertrophy by GS US, without PD, can be found in healthy subjects. Interestingly, within the foot, normal limits for metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint synovial hypertrophy have been recorded by US as 2.9 mm or less in healthy subjects [28].

Current evidence for use of US to detect foot pathology in RA

It is evident that US is routinely used to measure the anatomical extent of inflammation and damage in early inflammatory arthritis, monitor the course of joint disease and determine the efficacy of drug therapies. The prevalence of foot pathology and foot symptoms in RA is well documented in the literature and it is generally agreed that the majority of patients are ultimately affected, although reported figures on the prevalence of foot involvement in RA is varied. In a recent survey of 395 patients with RA in the UK, almost 94% of patients had experienced foot symptoms during the course of the disease and 35% had reported foot pain as the presenting symptom of RA [29]. The manifestations of RA may include pain, joint deformity, callus formation and ulceration [30–32], which may lead to impairment of gait [33,34] and other interruptions in daily activities of living, such as loss of independence [29,35].

US evidence suggests that synovitis is most frequently detected in the second MTP joint and that the fifth MTP joint is the most common site of erosion [36,37]. Siddle et al. confirmed this using 3T MRI, demonstrating that the fifth MTP joint was the most common site for forefoot damage in RA [38].

Work continues to be applied to investigate US detectable pathology within the foot that is otherwise unseen by clinicians [11,39–41]. The prevalence of foot involvement and the extent of foot symptoms in RA patients is notably underestimated by clinicians [29] and it is widely accepted that, in patients with RA, clinical examination and conventional radiography may be relatively insensitive for the detection of joint effusion and synovitis [16,42]. For example, US has been reported to be ten-times more likely to detect MTP joint synovitis [43] and five-times more likely to detect thickening of forefoot bursae synovium than clinical examination alone [44].

US is also useful in supporting the clinical diagnosis of RA foot disease. In a prospective controlled observational study, Matsos et al. reported a significant increase in confidence by rheumatologists using US to diagnose synovitis, tenosynovitis, erosions and enthesis within the feet of 62 patients [45]. The inferences from these findings suggest good clinical utility for the use of US in assisting the diagnosis of foot pathology and ensuring appropriate foot structures are injected/treated. However, it should be noted that with only two study rheumatologists, the external validity of their findings may be limited [45].

Typically, US investigations of foot involvement in RA focus on characterizing the pattern of involvement of the forefoot; especially the MTP joints [4,37,41,46]. Plantar foot bursitis (anatomical intermetatarsal and adventitial plantar fat pad bursitis) related to RA has also recently received more attention [41,47]. Other common causes of symptoms in this area in adults that may not be directly attributable to the manifestations of RA within the foot, include Morton’s neuroma, metatarsal stress fracture or predislocation syndrome (with associated capsulitis and disruption of the plantar plate) of the MTP joints [48–50]. Further soft tissue structures within the plantar forefoot area that may be detectable by US, but not directly related to the pathological manifestations of RA, are the dorsal and plantar interossei muscles, lumbrical muscles and the oblique head of the adductor hallucis muscle [51].
For the midfoot or rearfoot, in their systematic review of US assessment of synovitis, Joshua et al. reported that few data existed, although the review only focused on US assessment of synovitis for the hand, wrist, elbow, shoulder, knee, ankle and foot joints, and was conducted over 5 years ago [7]. Others have since argued the advantages for the use of US for imaging of the midfoot and rearfoot [52]. In patients with RA, US has been useful to image tenosynovitis, especially within the foot and ankle tendons [53–58]. In a small study of patients with established RA, US demonstrated good correlation with MRI for identifying hindfoot pathology [11]. Using US, Riente et al. investigated the foot joints in 100 patients with established RA [36]. Among the midfoot, the talonavicular joint was the more frequently involved, with US-detected synovitis affecting 38% of observed cases. The investigators rarely observed effusion at the intermediate and lateral cuneiform-metatarsal joint and the cuboid-metatarsal 4 and 5 joints. Erosion was only in the lateral cuneiform-metatarsal joint and the cuboid-metatarsal 5 joints [36].

While evidence advocating the use of US imaging for RA foot disease is accumulating, most studies have tended to focus on the diagnostic accuracy of US in detecting specific foot pathologies in RA or reporting of techniques to detect pathology. Investigations in this field are mostly cross-sectional in design and, although there is concerted international effort to address these issues [3,16], relatively few data exist that demonstrate support for the use of US in the assessment, diagnosis and management of RA foot disease over time. However, as demonstrated by Hooper et al., US investigation of the forefoot has the potential to contribute to the assessment of prognosis [41]. In a longitudinal study of 149 patients, Hooper et al. demonstrated that the presence of US-detected foot pathology can significantly predict patient-reported foot related disability after 3 years [41]. This highlights the potential value in applying US to foot assessment, although in the absence of other longitudinal data, the relationship between US-detected foot disease, poor clinical symptoms and foot disability remains speculative.

US characteristics of foot pathology in RA
Riente et al. provides a detailed documentation of a proposed scanning protocol for the foot [6]. Additionally, the US imaging characteristics of the normal anatomical structures of the foot are well described [5] as well as techniques for imaging the small joints of the forefoot [4] and the ankle and foot [5]. Various internet learning resources also exist that give examples of US images of normal foot anatomy as well as images of musculoskeletal foot pathology [101–103].

Classical GS US appearances of joint structures demonstrate hyperechogenicity at the bony margins due to the increased refraction of sound waves off the dense cortical bone, with hypoechoic joint centers [1,2,59]. Such images demonstrate uniformity in acoustic feedback, where there is homogeneity across the cortical bone surface. Some authors report that foot structures are readily accessible to US examination as they are relatively superficial [4,5,36]. Comparative GS and PD appearances within the first MTP joint in a patient with RA are illustrated in Figure 1.

By contrast, others have reported that differentiation between closely aligned anatomical structures that may be disrupted with RA disease-related deformity can be challenging [49,60,61]. If deformity of the foot joints, such as retraction of the lesser digits, exists inaccurate transducer orientation complications, such as anisotropy (US beam strikes the anatomical structure at an angle of less than 90° so that the sound waves are scattered rather than being reflected back to the transducer), acoustic shadowing (signal loss after the US beam has hit a highly reflective surface) or ghosting (refracted US beam giving image duplication or triplication) can occur [6,39,49,62].

User techniques such as transducer nonperpendicular orientation or ‘heel-toeing’ (the rocking of the transducer to displace soft tissues) may be used beneficially to enhance tissue recognition [6]. It is also recommended that real-time dynamic imaging and tissue compression are used to improve US scanning specificity [6,63]. Tissues such as the plantar flexor digitorum brevis tendons (appearing as fibrillar structures with or without superficial acoustic shadowing) or fibrous tissue around the neurovascular bundles (a complex hypoechoic mass consistent with nonpathological nerve tissue) are particularly susceptible to user error, making definitive diagnoses challenging [6,49]. In these instances, the use of real-time dynamic imaging for the assessment of compressibility can improve diagnostic accuracy [41].

US assessment of inflammation versus mechanical impairment within the foot
Researchers utilizing US techniques suggest that, in patients with RA, a combination of both mechanical and inflammatory factors lead to the development of soft tissue
pathology within the foot [41]. US investigators have hypothesized that MTP joint synovitis is initiated by the pathological processes that are active in early RA, but then perpetuated, independently of the disease, linked to underlying structural and functional mechanical irritation [39]. Imaging modalities are, therefore, not the only technologies that have contributed towards understanding the pathological processes occurring within the forefoot in RA. Instrumentation for gait mechanics [33,34,64], foot pressure analysis [40] and patient facing questionnaires [65,66] have proven to be invaluable in aiding and augmenting investigations of inflammation and mechanical impairment within the foot.

Recently, there have been increases in the reporting of novel combinations of US imaging and functional assessment to describe foot pathology. Interface foot pressures are readily measured within the clinical setting, especially with the development of wireless technology [67]. Often, patients with RA load their forefeet medially during walking, yet the most frequent sites of US-detected forefoot pathology are in the lateral forefoot segments [40]. In this patient group, clinical strategies to offload high foot pressures over time would benefit from additional information from US imaging to prevent overloading of soft tissue inflammation that may not be detected clinically.

The use of high-specification 3D kinematic motion capture technology has allowed more specific analysis of gait strategies adopted by patients who have RA and further exploration of the impact of RA on foot mechanics [33,34,68,69]. Subsequently, a small number of studies have used 3D motion analysis in combination with US [32,55] or MRI [70] to determine associations between foot pathology in RA and function. However, to date, this area of work is largely developmental and remains limited by ability of the technology to reliably assess the segmental motion of the midfoot and forefoot during gait.

**US use in assessing efficacy of interventions for RA foot disease**

A key paradigm shift in the management of foot pathology related to RA is in the advocacy for early detection, targeted therapy and tight control of foot disease, mimicking the medical model for exploiting the ‘therapeutic window of opportunity’ [71].

There is potential for the routine use of US to be an integral tool towards facilitating tight control of RA foot disease and the evaluation of management [52,71–74]. Emerging evidence suggests that the use of US provides clinicians with the diagnostic capabilities to detect, grade and monitor active RA foot disease to expedite timely interventions [39,41,47,55]. Unfortunately, while US imaging has contributed towards developing understanding of inflammatory and mechanical processes in RA foot disease, little evidence exists related to the use of US in determining response to nonpharmacological interventions, such as foot orthoses and footwear modifications.

More emphasis has been placed on using US as a useful adjunct to clinical examination in monitoring the course of RA disease and determining efficacy of pharmacological interventions such as disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs and biological therapies [2]. Biological therapies have revolutionized the treatment of RA as these agents specifically inhibit inflammatory cytokines, immune cell interaction or deplete immune cells, and are highly effective when conventional antirheumatic drugs have failed to control RA [75–77]. However, it is possible that some patients with RA with active foot disease may fall below the threshold of eligibility

---

**Figure 1.** Grayscale and power Doppler ultrasound images of the first metatarsophalangeal joint in a patient with rheumatoid arthritis (dorsal longitudinal scan). (A) Grayscale ultrasonography demonstrates anechoic effusion (*) with hypoechoic synovial thickening (**). (B) Increased vascularization of thickened synovium as evidenced by the presence of power Doppler signal (D).
Challenges to the uptake of US as a key modality in imaging foot disease

US-detected disease activity is emerging as a key outcome measure in determining and evaluating clinical management of RA [3,16,82]. It has been proposed that US evaluation of synovitis as an outcome measure has the potential to be as relevant as physical examination [82]. As with any emergent field, from the above discussion, it is evident that the efficacy of using diagnostic US to perform this is challenging, particularly in reference to foot pathology. The main concerns for the use of US in RA foot disease revolve around the need for agreement and uptake of clinically useful reference standards for US examination of feet.

The first challenge related to this is that the clinical utility of US is compounded in that it is highly operator dependent and there is a lengthy period required to develop the necessary skills [2,83]. As US technology has improved, clinical expertise in performing musculoskeletal US has advanced dramatically. This has reinforced the need for adequate training by rheumatologists to learn the techniques in order to improve their clinical practice [3]. As such, models to support the learning needs of rheumatologists in the use of US have been devised in Europe and the USA [3,84,85]. Additionally, the uptake of US by other nonmedical clinicians, such as rheumatology specialist nurses, physiotherapists and podiatrists, is gaining recognition [2]. A recent proposed framework for the development of competencies in US scanning techniques recognized that the single biggest obstacle to the uptake of US is the length of time taken to develop the necessary skills [86]. The authors recommended that learning in rheumatology could be tailored to areas directly relevant to a clinician’s discrete field of practice [86]. The use of US assessment of the foot in clinical practice by clinicians who specialize in the foot, such as podiatrists, could therefore be beneficial to patients with RA in facilitating more effective timely referral, management and review of foot problems [62]. Clinicians such as podiatrists arguably have a discrete detailed anatomical knowledge of the foot and one study has demonstrated good reliability of a podiatrist tested against a radiologist (κ: 0.702; p < 0.01) in the use of US for the evaluation of foot disease in RA [62].

A second challenge is that the uptake of US as an outcome measure is marred by a persistent lack of data regarding the metric properties of US in the evaluation of RA foot disease. Due to this, even the most recent recommendations for the use of US in the clinical management of RA state that conventional radiography should be used as the initial imaging technique to detect damage in the feet, and that US should be used secondary to conventional radiographic findings [16]. The Outcome Measures in RA Clinical Trials US Special Interest Group continues to focus its work on defining and standardizing approaches for US assessment [12,59,87]. Of interest is the investigation of extended US joint and tendon counts as a tool to assess response to therapy [88]. There is potential for the development of systematic US joint examinations to be...
adapted and applied to the foot. New US scoring systems that have been developed include a 44-joint count that comprises the MTP joints [89], a 38-joint count that comprises the MTP joints and ankle [90] and a 78-joint count that comprises the ankle (talar joint; anterior), four major foot joints (talonavicular, calcaneocuboidal, cuneonavicular and subtalar; anterior and lateral), tarsometatarsal 1–5 (dorsal), MTP joints 1–5 (dorsal) and the interphalangeal (dorsal) joint of the first toe [91]. Each score differs in terms of joints, tendons and bursae included and the different investigators have attempted to determine the optimal combination of joints and tendons to be assessed by US. To scan all structures in the 78-joint count would be extremely time consuming, especially when assessment of as few as seven joints and five tendons/tendon compartments is sensitive to changes in disease state [88]. A variety of reduced joint counts for scoring synovitis have emerged that correlate well with the larger more comprehensive joint counts [92–96], although they rarely include foot joints. The German US7 score, however, examines seven joints, two of which are within the foot (wrist metacarpophalangeal (MCP)2, MCP3, proximal inter-phalangeal (PIP)2, PIP3, MTP2 and MTP5) [94] and more recently US assessment of the ankle and second through the fifth MTP joints has been included in a reduced joint count [93]. Ideally, evaluation of the use of all the foot components of the 78-joint US count as a discrete score could be further explored. A validated discrete US foot joint count could be a valuable utility in moving the field forward towards early detection, targeted therapy and tight control of RA foot disease.

Conclusion

There is great potential for the use of US imaging by informed clinicians to aid the assessment and evaluation of RA foot disease. The ultimate aim being effective management of foot and ankle symptoms. US is a clinically accessible, real-time and relatively low-cost technique that can be used for the examination of RA foot disease. It is evident that most research to date has focused on the use of US toward further understanding RA foot disease, but many evidence gaps exist and more effort is required to develop these techniques for clinical utility over time. If these evidence gaps are addressed, US could emerge as a key modality revolutionizing the shift in management towards early detection, targeted therapy and tight control of RA foot disease. The technical advances expected in the future are likely to allow faster, more accurate imaging of foot joints and related structures, as well as differentiation of inflammatory and/or mechanical causes for symptomatic feet. The impact that could be achieved would be in improving mobility and health-related quality of life for patients with RA.

Future perspective

As US is fast becoming an essential tool in routine rheumatological clinical practice, scope exists for the further development of US to aid specific diagnosis of pathological sites and facilitate interventions that are targeted more precisely at the presenting problem within the foot. Within rheumatological practice, new developments include contrast-enhanced US, 3D and 4D US, elastography and fusion imaging [2,3]. It stands to reason that over the next 5–10 years US imaging of RA foot disease would follow this path too.

In rheumatology, application of contrast-enhanced GS US is developing to maximize spatial resolution using the concept of ‘microbubbles’ [2,3]. The coupling of very high frequency transducers with US sensitive contrast agents increases the sensitivity of PD US feedback for the imaging of synovial membrane perfusion [97]. Thus using this technique it is possible to differentiate active synovitis from inactive intra-articular thickening [97]. A key issue in determining the status of RA foot disease is whether synovitis within the foot is caused by mechanical or inflammatory factors or a combination of both [41]. Contrast-enhanced GS US is perhaps the most promising new technique that may decipher this problem, allowing treatments for RA foot disease to be appropriately and more precisely targeted at the underlying cause.

3D and 4D US are also promising technologies that allow the visualization of cubes of echoes that can be explored on any plane to quantify regions of interest [98]. This would be of particular interest for the determination of the extent of foot pathology such as bursitis within the forefoot, as well as MTP joint synovitis [41,47]. For example, in patients with RA, within the forefoot it is hypothesized that different types of bursae exist, anatomical intermetatarsal and adventitial, and that both types cause symptoms, but may have different pathological causes and different mechanical properties [41].

The use of real-time elastography has not been explored within the foot; however, it may be a useful adjunct in differentiating pathological structures such as neuroma, rheumatoid nodules and bursitis in RA foot disease. Using elastography, analysis of US echo signals could be
specific US scanning protocols and learning resources have been developed that are specific for the foot. Validation of a discrete joint count for the assessment of RA foot disease is essential. The greatest potential for investigation of RA foot disease lies in the merging of US imaging techniques with assessments of functional - the use of US to guide injections has been proven to be highly effective for local treatment of painful foot joints. Emerging evidence suggests that the use of US provides clinicians with the diagnostic capabilities to monitor active RA foot disease. Investigators are increasingly describing foot pathology using novel combinations of US techniques in conjunction with functional assessment and motion capture techniques.

**US assessment of inflammation versus mechanical impairment within the foot**
- From evidence of US findings, there appears to be a complex interplay of inflammatory and mechanical factors that are associated with RA foot disease.
- Investigators are increasingly describing foot pathology using novel combinations of US techniques in conjunction with functional assessment and motion capture techniques.

**US use in assessing efficacy of interventions for RA foot disease**
- Emerging evidence suggests that the use of US provides clinicians with the diagnostic capabilities to monitor active RA foot disease following pharmaceutical intervention.
- Scope exists for the further development of US to monitor efficacy of nonpharmacological interventions such as foot orthoses and footwear adaptations.
- The use of US to guide injections has been proven to be highly effective for local treatment of painful foot joints.

**Challenges to the uptake of US as a key modality in imaging foot disease**
- The clinical utility of US by practicing clinicians is often challenged owing to the highly operator-dependent outcomes.
- Models to support learning needs for the uptake of US in discrete areas, such as the assessment of RA foot disease, are emerging, but require further validation.
- Validation of a discrete joint count for the assessment of RA foot disease is essential.

**Future perspective**
- New developments in US, such as the use of contrast-enhanced US, 3D and 4D US, elastography and fusion imaging, will be extremely beneficial in defining and characterizing different pathological structures in the foot.
- The greatest potential for investigation of RA foot disease lies in the merging of US imaging techniques with assessments of functional ability to differentiate inflammatory and noninflammatory RA foot disease.
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